Election of the Vice-presidents of Parliament - result of first ballot

The result of the first ballot is the following:

Voting: 701
Blank or void: 36
Votes cast: 665
Absolute majority: 333

Votes obtained by each candidate:

Sabine VERHEYEN: 604
Ewa KOPACZ: 572
Esteban GONZÁLEZ PONS: 478
Katarina BARLEY: 450
Pina PICIERNO: 405
Victor NEGRESCU: 394
Martin HOJSÍK: 393
Christel SCHALDEMOSE: 378
Javi LÓPEZ: 377
Sophie WILMÈS: 371
Nicolae ŢEUFĂNUŢĂ: 347
Antonella SBERNA: 323
Roberts ŽILE: 306
Younous OMARJEE: 272
Klára DOSTÁLOVÁ: 214
Fabrice LEGGERI: 209
Ewa ZAJACZKOWSKA-HERNIK: 102

Sabine VERHEYEN, Ewa KOPACZ, Esteban GONZÁLEZ PONS, Katarina BARLEY, Pina PICIERNO, Victor NEGRESCU, Martin HOJSÍK, Christel SCHALDEMOSE, Javi LÓPEZ, Sophie WILMÈS et Nicolae ŢEUFĂNUŢĂ have therefore been elected Vice-Presidents of Parliament.

The second ballot will take place today at 18.00.

The following nominations have been received for the second ballot:

Klára DOSTÁLOVÁ
Fabrice LEGGERI
Younous OMARJEE
Antonella SBERNA
Ewa ZAJACZKOWSKA-HERNIK
Roberts ŽILE
Election of the Vice-Presidents of Parliament - result of the second ballot

The result of the second ballot is the following:

Voting: 674
Blank or void: 65
Votes cast: 609
Absolute majority: 305

Votes obtained by each candidate:

Roberts ŽILE: 490
Antonella SBERNA: 314
Younous OMARJEE: 311
Fabrice LEGGERI: 177
Klára DOSTÁLOVÁ: 116
Ewa ZAJACZKOWSKA-HERNIK: 46

Roberts ŽILE, Antonella SBERNA and Younous OMARJEE have therefore been elected Vice-Presidents of Parliament in the second ballot.
Election of the Quaestors of Parliament

The result of the first ballot is the following:

Voting: 669
Blank or void: 28
Votes cast: 641
Absolute majority: 321

Votes obtained by each candidate:

Andrey KOVATCHEV: 559
Marc ANGEL: 461
Miriam LEXMANN: 359
Fabienne KELLER: 398
Kosma ZŁOTOWSKI: 260
Pál SZEKERES: 174

Andrey KOVATCHEV, Marc ANGEL, Miriam LEXMANN and Fabienne KELLER are therefore elected Quaestors of Parliament in the first ballot.

The result of the second ballot is the following:

Voting: 612
Blank or void: 147
Votes cast: 465
Absolute majority: 233

Votes obtained by each candidate:

Kosma ZŁOTOWSKI: 335
Pál SZEKERES: 130

Kosma ZŁOTOWSKI is therefore elected Quaestor of Parliament in the second ballot.